Verbal Smash, a podcast series by No Box Network, is a podcast on “crushing the norm.” A conversation
style podcast hosted by Shane Pittman and Jason Bevill. Verbal Smash truly puts on a show revolving
around comedy and entertainment.

Columbus, GA— The podcast “Verbal Smash” is more than just a weekly current event wrap-up show (a
new episode posts every Monday) as seen through the eyes of Shane Pittman and Jason Bevill. By day,
Shane works as a customer service rep and screenwriter, and Jason is an electrical supply salesman but
when it comes to the podcast, it’s about 2 guys relating to not only each other but also to their listeners.
Shane clearly sets the pace as he leads an untethered, opinionated Jason through current events,
inappropriate but funny comments, and a hilarious yet informative monthly segment called “Whatcha
Watchin?” Netflix, Hulu, and basic cable TV viewers are offered invaluable TV viewing information based
on what the boys are, well, ...watchin’.
Though podcasts have been underrated in the
entertainment world, eclipsed by television and
websites, they are increasing in dominance. With
so many platforms to choose from, the podcast is
one of the only ones that can convey an authentic
message through personal storytelling. It also
intimately connects listeners to the host.
Verbal Smash’s Executive
Producer, Frank Sasso
from New Pod City says,
“People can remain informed
and entertained without
having to do much more than
listening, making podcasts
great for long car rides,
marathon-running and practically any situation that require multitasking”, says
Sasso. “Ultimately, a podcast is like listening in on a really engaging discussion.
Shane and Jason understand their chemistry and really capitalize on that dynamic
making their show infectious and addictive. They have listeners that can’t wait until Mondays to tune in for
their commute.”
The parent company that houses Verbal Smash is the No Box Network. “What makes No Box
Network different from other podcast networks is that we empower podcasters”, says Pittman. “We give
people the opportunity to not only have their own podcast but we furnish them with an RSS feed, podcast
hosting, distribution, a mini-website, podcast social media accounts, cross-podcast promotion & guest
panels, merchandise involvement, profit sharing, and our most powerful feature, being on listed and
featured on our network!”
Bevill adds, “While others are busy trying to think outside the box, we've realized something better... there
IS no box, no boundaries! We’re able to offer a deal like this through a special arrangement we have with
Frank Sasso from New Pod City for only $39.99 a month. This way, all the podcaster has to think about is
their show. We do all the heavy lifting.”

“I wish there had been something around like No Box Network when I first started in podcasting”, says
Pitman.
Verbal Smash can be heard on Apple Podcasts (formerly iTunes). Visit VerbalSmash.com for a list of all
the directories or listen directly at VerbalSmash.com. Also, be sure to order Shane’s book, “Crushing the
Norm” on Amazon!
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